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ABSTRACT
The use of stereographic systems is spreading out in modern society, from the revolution of cinematography to its adoption
in high-tech products such as portable gaming devices or photo cameras. However, the fruition of immersive stereographic
systems by more than one person at a time is still a research issue. In more detail, the class of passive stereo systems
presents technological limitations of displaying correct multiuser perspectives. In fact, the stereo image projected onto the
screen is usually rendered according to a unique point of view (PoV). Nevertheless, in multiuser systems, the selection of
an appropriate PoV can minimize both optical discomfort and perspective distortion. This paper aims to evaluate which
among existing PoV calculation methods provides the best performances in terms of projection realism, optical comfort
and overall system usability in multiuser passive stereo systems. The performances have been evaluated in three different
“distance” scenarios to take into account also the effects of binocular disparity in the PoV calculation. To accomplish this
objective, we administered a questionnaire to nine couple subjects, evaluating each of the investigated PoV calculation
methods for each of the three distance scenarios. Copyright © 2013 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Recently, more and more examples of virtual reality (VR)
applications have entered both daily life, such as threedimensional (3D) cinemas, gaming or interactive museums, and professional life, such as product design. To
achieve better realism in such applications, the use of
stereographic vision is advisable.
Stereoscopy indeed plays an important role in VR
because it affects both the realism of visualization [1] and
the sense of presence [2,3]. Furthermore, it allows users to
perceive a virtual object as real, thanks to the simulation of
human binocular disparity. According to this kind of simulation, appropriate different images are sent to each user’s
eye to reproduce a realistic stimulus. However, the choice
of a stereographic projection technique can deeply affect
user perception [4,5]. In more detail, it can affect the user’s
sensation of depth [6–8] and the user’s performance in target acquisition tasks [9] and in haptic interaction [10,11].
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The literature on stereographic vision for virtual environments (VEs) is wide, and a comprehensive recent review
of display technology can be found in [12] and [13]. In the
following, a description of passive stereographic solutions
is presented to introduce the employed system architecture.
1.1. Stereographic Systems
All the techniques employed for the implementation of
stereographic vision in large projection screens belong to
two main categories, namely active and passive stereos. In
this section, we focus only on the latter stereo techniques.
According to the technology used in the manufacture of
glasses for passive stereo systems, glasses can be subdivided into the following categories:
- glasses suitable for anaglyph images
- glasses based on light polarization
- glasses that exploit frequency-shifting techniques
Frequency shifting currently represents the state-of-theart technology for passive stereo system glasses, and one
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of the most widespread commercial solutions (interference filter technology) is given by the glasses produced
by INFITEC [14]. Regarding physical structure, one of the
most used architectures is the cave automatic VE (CAVE)
[15] system: immersive VEs composed of multiple (usually more than three) very large stereographic screens that
surround the user to give him a strong sense of presence
and immersion. The realization of a CAVE requires a very
large space, so it follows that there are a number of proposed solutions to simplify the CAVE structure while still
maintaining its key characteristics. For example, it is very
common to find four-wall CAVEs or just a single frontal
stereo screen, commonly called powerwall. It is also usual
to employ L-shaped systems, composed of just the frontal
and bottom CAVE screens, to conjugate system simplicity
and a wide enough view (Figure 1).
To enhance even more the immersion in VEs, headtracking systems can be used in both active and passive
stereo techniques. In this way, it is possible to adapt the perspective of the images displayed onto the screen by taking
into account the real position of the user inside the environment to produce a faithful visualization. However, although
the tracking system can acquire the position of all of the
participants’ points of view (PoVs), it is very difficult in
passive stereo systems to let the users view different couple images whose perspective is adapted to their own eyes’
position. Indeed, the main disadvantage of this systems is
that only one participant at a time is able to perceive the
right perspective.
For limited resolution and displaying surfaces, it is possible to have correct multiuser (MU) views using the socalled autostereoscopic display [16]. Anyway, the current
technology limitations and the cost of such displays make
this solution a nonoptimal choice for multistereo display.
These limitations are significant because there are many
applications where an MU approach is needed such as
the following:
- Applications in the field of cultural heritage and the
exploration of virtual museums. In these applications,

Figure 1. Schematic view of the experimental setup.
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the fruition of the exhibit space should be large
enough to allow school students or groups of people
seeking virtual visits.
- Industrial prototyping and commerce, where there is
a possibility of displaying artifacts or products to a
large public (or at least a few people together) or
to allow a team to work on a collaborative product
design.
The fruition of consistent immersive screen projections by
more than one user is surely an added value. Teaching
activities could also benefit from cooperative immersive
VR technologies.
For these reasons, this paper presents an analysis to
quantitatively evaluate different PoV calculation methods
in an L-shaped MU passive stereo system, to establish
which of them offers the highest degree of visual realism,
comfort and usability.
In this work, we conduct several experiments on different couple subjects using an L-shaped system projection screen and exploiting frequency-shifting INFITEC
glass technology. Mainly, two factors are considered in the
experiments:
- The PoV calculation method: Each method uses a different strategy for the common rendering PoV calculation (the used methods are presented and discussed
in Section 3.1).
- The range of the distances of the displayed virtual objects from the common rendering PoV: The
object distance deeply affects the simulation of the
depth cue.
In Section 1.2, a brief overview of the stereographic
vision theory is introduced to understand the rationale
of our experiments. In Section 1.3, some of the possible
approaches to MU stereo vision are presented.
1.2. Stereographic Vision Theory
Stereographic vision exploits a number of cues captured by
the human vision apparatus that result in a perception of
depth. Geometric perspective, lighting and shading, sizes
of known objects, mutual occlusion and relative motion are
all factors that contribute to the human perception of depth.
Nevertheless, binocular disparity is considered one of the
dominant depth cues [17]. For this reason, in a VE context,
stereoscopic vision is consequently achieved by rendering
two different perspective-correct images of the same virtual scenario for each eye and displaying them onto the
same screen. This aims for an acceptable synthesis of the
environment for the user’s visual cortex. Indeed, the visual
cortex accordingly fuses the two images and extracts depth
information.
The most common techniques for stereo rendering
(Figure 2) are the following:
Comp. Anim. Virtual Worlds 2014; 25:69–81 © 2013 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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Figure 2. Resulting projections for stereo depth perception.

Figure 3. Possible implementation. (a) Toed in. (b) Asymmetric frustum projection.

- Toed-in rendering method (Figure 3a). It is an easy
technique to be implemented and can be adapted to
any visualization system [18].
- Off-axis parallel projection (Figure 3b). It is a more
accurate technique to generate stereo images and is
equivalent to lens shift in photography [19].
The VR framework chosen to carry out our experiments
(Section 2) implements the off-axis parallel projection
method.
1.3. Possible Multiuser Stereo
Vision Approaches
In the context of an MU visualization system, the objective
is to provide the best perspective for all users or, at least,
to identify a way to improve the overall quality and system
usability for the users [20,21].
The typical solution is the individual view that can
be based on visual filtering [22–24], time multiplexing
[25,26], personal head-mounted displays [27] or physical
separation among the users [28,29]. When more than one
user is involved in a VE, solutions based on a shared viewpoint are more suitable and, at the same time, less expensive. Some of these approaches use a common fixed PoV
[30] or are based on deformation of the projection [25,31].
In case of shared space among different users, it is possible to adopt a technique that privileges a specific user,
for example, according to his or her role in an interactive
task [31,32]. The selection of a specific technique depends
on the application, and it is important to evaluate the techniques in terms of performance [33–36] and consistency
among the users’ views [37].
Comp. Anim. Virtual Worlds 2014; 25:69–81 © 2013 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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The most suitable architectural solutions for an MU
stereo vision application are the following:
- multiple head-mounted display solution [27]
- CAVE-like visualization structure solution
With a multiple head-mounted display solution, every
user can see a different, strictly personal image, whose
perspective could be adapted to his position, without affecting the images perceived by other users. Nevertheless,
using this approach, the sense of presence could diminish because users would not be able to see their own body
immersed inside the VE but rather a digital avatar representing them. For the same reasons, a great effort to
assure the sense of copresence is needed. Furthermore, the
adoption of this solution could be very expensive because
each user must be equipped with a different stereographic
screen.
A similar approach could be the adoption of one different separate screen for each user. The main drawback of
this solution is the total loss of the sense of copresence
resulting from the physical distance between the users.
A possible solution in case of just two users is to orient
the screens at 90ı to each other, with an edge in common. However, while assuring the sense of copresence, this
approach highly limits user’s mobility.
The CAVE-like visualization structure solution, instead,
is more appropriate to assure colocation and copresence,
as it allows users to share the same physical space. There
are several hardware approaches that may be used in such
environments, but most of them are expensive and quite
hard to realize.
Cheaper and more flexible solutions can be developed
by adopting software approaches to the problem, thus with
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no need for special hardware. Although they do not guarantee a correct perspective to all the participants, the quality
of the provided visualization can still be acceptable. An
example of this kind of approach makes use of different rendering PoVs. Each subject perceives correctly only
some components of the scene, typically the ones he is
interacting with. So, in some circumstances, a common
PoV can be found, depending on the PoVs of all the participants, to optimize the projection perceived by all the
users and minimize potential image distortions and optical
discomfort.
Starting from recent researches in shared viewpoints
[36,38], this study compares six different methods to evaluate which common PoV calculation strategy maximizes
three performance indexes (PIs): the projection realism
[39], the optical discomfort [40] and the overall usability
[41].
The methods we chose for the comparison are presented
in detail in the experimental factors (Section 3.1).
In the next section, we report the experimental setup of
the system, and in Section 3, the details of the experiments
are given. Afterward, in Section 4, experimental results are
presented and discussed to identify the best method for MU
stereo VE for each of the conditions investigated in the
study. Finally, Section 5 is dedicated to conclusions and
future works.

2. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP
The purpose of the experiments is to evaluate which of
the presented methods provide the “best” PIs in an MU
passive stereo system both for different distance factors
(far, medium distance and near objects) and also as overall
evaluation.
The system used for experiments and tests is made up of
four subsystems:
(1) The L-shaped stereo system
(2) Two INFITEC glasses equipped with Vicon reflective markers
(3) A multiuser head-tracking system based on Vicon
technology
(4) The extreme VR (XVR) framework
The L-shaped stereo system (frontal and floor screens)
is used as an immersive VR environment. Although such
a system is not a complete CAVE, the immersion is
good enough to perform the evaluation experiments. In
Figure 4, the used architecture is shown. The projection
system makes use of four projectors to display stereographic images on the two large screens. On each projector’s lens is mounted an INFITEC filter to properly
decouple images for each users’ eye. To correctly convey
the two images to the users, INFITEC glasses are equipped
with reflective markers. These markers are needed by the
Vicon [42] infrared capture system to properly track users’
head movements.
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Figure 4. Near-environment experiment session running on the
L-shaped system.

The XVR framework [43] has been adopted to generate
the images that synthesize the VEs. The XVR framework
engine provides basic facilities for stereographic vision and
spatialized audio. With this framework, developers have
access also to the low-level OpenGL API commands as
well as the possibility to visualize complex multitextured
animated models imported from the most common 3D
modeling software.
To simplify the management of the L-shaped environment, we used an XVR module called the XVR network renderer [44]. Thanks to this software, it is possible to develop
and run an XVR application without taking care of the physical structure used for the visualization. In fact, exploiting the cluster rendering technique, the network renderer
automatically synchronizes the visualization of the VE on
multiple screens with the developed XVR application.
The management of our system is carried out by four
PCs. One of them runs the XVR-based application, whereas
the other two are used to run XVR network renderer
instances of the cluster. The last PC is dedicated to managing the head-tracking software. As mentioned earlier, to
track the head, we adopt a commercial Vicon system solution. The tracker system is composed of seven cameras
that track the positions of retro-reflective markers. These
markers are placed over the stereo glasses in a particular
geometry pattern to be clearly recognizable by the Vicon
system. In this way, it is possible to retrieve the position
and the orientation of the viewers’ head in real time.
Because of space constraints and environment exploration needs, only a couple of users at a time shared the
L-shaped stereo system.

3. EXPERIMENT DESCRIPTION
For the sake of clarity, this section is subdivided into
three subsections. In the first one, experimental factors are
introduced. In the second subsection, information about
Comp. Anim. Virtual Worlds 2014; 25:69–81 © 2013 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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the tested user group and experiment procedure is provided. Finally, in the third subsection, the experiment evaluation methodology is presented, and the influence of
experimental factors on the users’ experience is analyzed.
3.1. Experimental Factors
In this study, two experimental factors are investigated:
- The common PoV calculation method
- The average distance of the displayed virtual objects
from the common rendering PoV
Now, we focus on both factors to highlight the advantages
and the drawbacks of factor options.
When more than one user has to participate or cooperate
inside the same VE, head-tracking issues arise. To solve
this problem, we propose several common PoV calculation
methods that can be used to determine which PoV has to
be used for the VE rendering in an MU tracked stereo system. These methods are chosen among the most commonly
used ones, and for each of them, we report the rationale for
their choice.

On multiuser perspectives in passive stereographic VEs

The proposed common PoV calculation methods are the
following (the users can freely move their head in all
directions during the experimental sessions):
(1) Fixed tracking (FT): In FT stereo systems, perspective is calculated by referring to a fixed PoV
(Diagram 1 in Figure 5) that is placed in the middle
of the system workspace at an average user height of
1.75 m. This method is the standard when both head
tracking and perspective correction are not available [30], and it is also currently used in 3D cinemas. The lack of a head-tracking system results in a
wrong perspective. When users are not in the exact
fixed PoV, the system can produce misperception or
even a projection that no longer results in a stereo
image. A recent paper of Banks [45] discussed the
perception side effects in the FT stereo perspective.
(2) Manually switched single tracking (MSST): The system tracks only one of the two users at a time. The
switch between the tracked users is manually performed (Diagram 2 in Figure 5 shows viewer B
as the currently tracked user). This scheme is chosen for comparison purposes and in particular to

Figure 5. Schematic two-dimensional diagrams of proposed common point-of-view calculation methods. In the diagram, interocular
distance for both viewers is assumed to be the same only for clarity purposes. Viewers A and B are located in the space at different
distances from the screen. In the immersive environment, users can move freely. However, only in the pictures, for the sake of clarity,
are the plane of the user’s face and the eyes assumed parallel to the frontal projection screen. At the right side of each diagram, the
acronym of the corresponding method is reported with the exception of weighted mean tracking with threshold because it behaves
as a mixed solution between Diagrams 2 and 4. FT, fixed tracking; MSST, manually switched single tracking; CUT, closer-user tracking;
MT, mean tracking; WMT, weighted mean tracking.
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(3)

(4)

(5)

(6)
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give the viewer a classic single-user experience in
which he or she can evaluate the realism, the optical
comfort and the usability of a VE in the MU context.
Methods that privilege a specific user according to
his or her role [31,32] can be considered equivalent
to MSST.
Mean tracking (MT): In the MT method, the final
position of the PoV is obtained through the vectorial mean between the positions of the two tracked
users’ head (Diagram 3 in Figure 5 shows the distortion perceived by both viewers). This method
basically tries to lower the global distortion in the
scene using a least square method. In particular, it
works also when more than two users at a time share
the same VE. This method for instance is employed
in [38] where it is called the “view clustering”
technique.
Closer-user tracking (CUT): In the CUT method,
the system tracks only the user that is closer to
the frontal screen (Diagram 2 in Figure 5). This
is a variant of the MSST method with automatic
changes between users’ PoV. This choice is suggested by the consideration that, according to stereographic vision theory, the closer the user to the
screen is, the greater is the disparity between the
images that have to be conveyed to each users’ eye.
The main intention is to exactly assess if the abrupt
switch between user controls could cause optical
discomfort and if the closer user is effectively the
one that more needs a proper perspective for the
enjoyment of the virtual system.
Weighted mean tracking (WMT): In WMT, the
final position of the PoV is obtained through the
weighted mean between data related to the users.
The closer the user is to the frontal screen, the
greater the weight associated to that user (Diagram
4 in Figure 5). This method is based also on the
assumption that the closer to the screen a user is,
the more he or she is interacting with the environment. For this reason, we decided to test a method
that gives some users more importance than others
during a virtual interactive session.
Weighted mean tracking with threshold (WMTWT):
The WMTWT method is similar to the WMT
one. The only difference is that when the distance
between the two users is above a certain threshold, only the user closer to the frontal screen is
tracked (this is a variant between Diagrams 2 and 4
in Figure 5). This method mixes the WMT and CUT
methods. The idea behind this method is the following: suppose a group (cluster) of users is watching
the virtual scene and one of them leaves the group
by going towards the screen to interact with some
objects in the environment. So, it makes sense that
if the control is based on a weighted mean, the projective distortion of the closer user will be greater
than that of the other users in the group. Finally,
with the introduction of a threshold, the modality
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can be switched in real time during the fruition of
the virtual scene.
We define the common PoV as a suitable PoV that
allows users to correctly enjoy the shared VE by minimizing the view disturbances. To identify the optimal common
PoV in the MU stereo system, we perform several tests
involving the previously proposed methods.
As mentioned before, the other experimental factor we
investigate in the experiments is the range of the distances
of the displayed virtual objects from the common rendering PoV in the VE. According to the distances involved in
the VE, we define three types of scenarios (Figure 6):
(1) The near-range scenario: A synthetic environment
composed by six hollow cubic figures (the distances
from objects are in the range of few meters) is chosen as an example of an interactive environment
where the distance between the user and the objects
allows the manipulation of the objects themselves.
(2) The medium-range scenario: Presented is a 3D
reconstruction of the artistic monumental cemetery
of Pisa (Italy) in which both near and far objects
(ranging from a few meters to a few dozens of
meters) are present. Here, the architecture of the
displayed building gives the users some hints about
the correct projection, thanks to straight walls and
lines of columns. Moreover, the presence of close
and far objects in the same scene can make us better
appreciate the different projection artifacts.
(3) The far-range scenario: An example is a virtual
reproduction of the never-built Descamisado’s monument landscape [46] (with user–object distances
in the order of some hundred meters). In this case,
the virtual representation presents objects that are
really far from the users and has been chosen as an
example of a virtual panoramic image often used in
virtual tour simulations.

Figure 6. Scenarios employed during the experiment. Nearrange (A), medium-range (B) and far-range (C) scenarios.
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3.2. Tested User Group and Experimental
Procedure Description
The experiments, the object of this work, are conducted on
a group of nine couples (18 different subjects, the couples
are composed by the same two people for every experiment). The six common PoV calculation methods presented in Section 3.1 are investigated (Table I) for each of
the three scenarios for a total of 18 different combinations
(called sessions). For every session, the couple of users performs an explorative (qualitative) task during which users
are asked to explore the environment and to give a qualitative evaluation of the method they are experiencing in that
moment for the specific scenario through a questionnaire.
During each 5-min sessions, subjects are invited to move
freely inside the VE and to deeply explore the scene (jumping, sitting on the floor, tilting the head, etc.). It follows that
during each session, the spatial separation between the two
users in the shared L-shaped passive stereo system is different both in width and in depth. In the transition among
sessions, the couple subjects answer the questionnaire at
the same moment independently in written form to avoid
having the subjects influence each other. The order of session presentation to each couple is completely randomized
to avoid the influence of a given repeated order of session
presentation on subjects’ evaluation.
However, a note is necessary about the switch among the
common PoV calculation methods during the experiment.
From the analysis of preliminary tests, we observe that an
immediate switch between different PoVs is perceived by
users as a heavy source of discomfort and uneasiness. For
this reason, we decided to adopt a different PoV-switching
procedure. This procedure performs a smooth transition
between two PoVs in 1.5 s. In this way, the transition,
although fast, becomes far less disturbing without requiring
pauses in the protocol.
Regarding the experiment organization, the adopted
timeline is the following:
- before the experiment:
(1) Subjects are made aware of the structure
involved and the modality of the experiment.
- during the experiment, for each combination of methods and scenario corresponding to a session:
(1) A subject has to perform in pair with another
subject the explorative task. At the beginning

Table I. Acronym associated to each method.
Acronym

Method

FT
MSST
MT
CUT
WMT
WMTWT

Fixed tracking
Manually switched single tracking
Mean tracking
Closer-user tracking
Weighted mean tracking
Weighted mean tracking with threshold
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of each session, we remind the subjects to
deeply explore the scene (jumping, sitting on
the floor, tilting the head, etc.).
(2) Subjects are asked to answer three questions with the aim of evaluating the PIs
(Section 3.3); questions are answered while
users are still immersed into the environment
because the entire experiment for every couple of subjects lasts quite long (1.5 h). In this
way, optical and cognitive flows of the participant, as well as the sense of presence, are
not interrupted, and the different answers are
coherent with the experience resulting from
the particular combination of method and scenario. Moreover, as mentioned before, the couple subjects answer the questionnaire in the
same moment and in written form to avoid
having the subjects influence each other in
answering the questions. So, the only potential between-subjects influence can rely on the
movements performed in the exploration task
by the same-couple subjects, owing to the need
of sharing the same space in the L-shaped system. The questionnaire structure and the PIs
are described in detail in the next section.
3.3. Experimental Evaluation Methodology
For each session, each subject has to answer three questions (Table II) to evaluate the most suitable combination of
method and scenario for an MU stereo vision. The answers
to the three questions aim to evaluate three PIs:
PI1 Projection realism: that is, if subjects believe that the
proposed method does not deform too much the perceived objects, presenting them as sufficiently similar
to real objects
PI2 Optical comfort: to express the presence or absence
of an unease sensation generated by the user visual
apparatus during experiment sessions
PI3 Overall method usability
For each question, scores can vary from 1 to 5, where 1
represents a totally negative evaluation and 5 a very positive one (Column 3 of Table II). The entire experiment
leads each user to answer a total of 54 questions (three
questions for 18 experimental sessions). In the next section,
a detailed statistical analysis of the scores given by the
subjects is performed to identify the best common PoV
calculation method’s score according to a specific scenario.

4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
For each couple, six PoV visualization methods are administered, and the methods are tested for three different scenarios. The test is based on the statistical evaluation of
three PIs (PI1, PI2 and PI3) on the basis of two factors:
75
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Table II. Questions for the performance index evaluation.
#

Question formulation

Possible answers

1
2
3

How much was the projection realistic?
Have you experienced optical discomfort?
According to you, is this method usable?

Totally unrealistic (1) to totally realistic (5)
Painful (1) to comfortable (5)
Not usable (1) to usable (5)

each of the three PIs (p < 0:001 for each index). To give
equal weights to couple scores (thus removing the couple
effect), distributions of scores for each PI and each couple
are standardized, obtaining distributions with zero mean
and equal range.
For each of the three standardized dependent variables,
the same statistical design is applied: between factors are
scenario, method and their interaction. Factor effects are
estimated on the basis of the Scheirer–Ray–Hare test [51],
which is the nonparametric equivalent of a multiple-factor
analysis of variance. For each factor, significance levels are
adjusted on the basis of permutation tests. For each significant factor, differences between factor levels are assessed
via post hoc analyses [48]. Because dependent variables
are not normally distributed, post hoc tests are performed
using the Mann–Whitney test. Post hoc significance levels are adjusted using the Sidak correction for multiple
comparisons.
Figure 7 reports descriptive nonparametric statistics for
the dataset. Each subplot depicts the statistics of the six
method scores for each standardized PI (Columns 1, 2 and
3 are related to PI1, PI2 and PI3, respectively) and for
each scenario (Rows 1, 2 and 3 refer to near, medium
and far ranges, respectively). Each boxplot graphically
depicts the statistics of the underlying distribution through

- method, PoV estimation method
- scenario
All dependent variables ( PI1, PI2 and PI3) are tested for
Gaussianity [47]. As all variable are non-normally distributed, analyses are conducted with the use of nonparametric statistics. For each couple and each PI, a paired
Mann–Whitney test [48] is performed, to evaluate the null
hypothesis of no significant difference in score distribution
between individuals of the couples.
Dependent variables are then tested for couple effect
(Kruskal–Wallis test [49] and between-factor couple), and
significance levels are adjusted on the basis of permutation
tests [50]. Permutation tests work as follows: given the null
hypothesis that factor labeling is arbitrary (i.e., a couple
has no significant effects), the significance of a statistic can
be assessed by comparison with the distribution of values
obtained when labels are permuted. Obviously, even for
small datasets, not all permutations can be considered (the
number of permutations and consequent tests for a dataset
of say 20 elements reaches 1018 ). To overcome this limitation, given all possible permutations, a subset is chosen
using a randomized sampling: for each of the three dependent variables, 10 000 permutations of the original dataset
are extracted. A significant effect of couple is found for
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Table III. Degrees of freedom, chi-squared statistics and significance levels for Scheirer–Ray–Hare tests on
the three performance indexes are presented.
Performance Index 1

Performance Index 2

Performance Index 3

Factor

df

2

Significance

2

Significance

2

Significance

Method
Scenario
Method  scenario

5
3
10

42.28
15.35
17.01

<0.001
<0.001
<0.080

59.74
5.13
17.89

<0.001
<0.080
<0.060

44.00
6.34
18.17

<0.001
<0.050
<0.060

In this and in the following, only p < 0:05 will be considered significant. In the significance columns, p-values derived
from permutation tests are presented.

Table IV. Post hoc results for method on the three performance indexes.
Significant comparisons
Method

Performance Index 1

Performance Index 2

FT
—
> 1; p < 0:010
> 1; p < 0:001
> 4; p < 0:001
> 6; p < 0:050
—
> 1; p < 0:001
> 4; p < 0:005

MSST
MT

CUT
WMT

WMTWT

—

Performance Index 3

> 2; p < 0:050
> 4; p < 0:001
> 6; p < 0:001
—
> 2; p < 0:005
> 4; p < 0:001
> 6; p < 0:001
—
> 2; p < 0:050
> 4; p < 0:001
> 6; p < 0:050
—

—
> 4; p < 0:005
> 1; p < 0:050
> 4; p < 0:001
> 6; p < 0:005
—
> 4; p < 0:001
> 6; p < 0:050
—

For each method and each performance index, only comparisons with methods having significantly lower
scores are reported.
FT, fixed tracking; MSST, manually switched single tracking; CUT, closer-user tracking; MT, mean tracking;
WMT, weighted mean tracking.
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Figure 8. Distributions of method scores for each performance
index (PI). This figure depicts significant method effects for each
of the three PIs (p-values are all <0.001).
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Figure 9. Distributions of scenario scores for PI1 and PI3. Significant post hoc levels are denoted by brackets. PI, performance
index.
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five parameters: sample minimum, lower quartile, median,
upper quartile and sample maximum.
No significant difference was found between scores of
individuals in each couple (i.e., individuals in the same
couple have a similar perception of the presented experimental condition), which holds for all three indexes. On the
other hand, a significant couple effect is found consistently
for the three PIs (i.e., differences in the scale of judgments
exist between different couples). These data taken together,
although not conclusive, seem to indicate the existence of
a mutual influence of subjects concurrently undergoing the
same experimental condition. On the contrary, scores are
significantly different from one couple to another.
The couple effect is removed by standardizing the scores
for each couple and each PI. Significant method effects are
found consistently for each of the three PIs (all p-values
are lower than 0:001, Table III). This means that some PoV
estimation methods were perceived as significantly better
than others in terms of projection realism, optical comfort
and overall system usability. For PI1 and PI3, significant
effects of scenario (p < 0:001 and p < 0:05, respectively)
are also apparent, meaning that some of the presented scenarios are judged better than the others in terms of projection realism and overall usability, independently from the
PoV estimation methods.
Post hoc analyses are carried out for method on the three
PIs and for scenario on PI1 and PI3. The significance of
the method between factors tells us, for example, that some
of the administered PoV estimation methods were significantly better than the others in terms of projection realism,
optical comfort and usability (PI1, PI2 and PI3, respectively) but does not tell us which ones. Post hoc analyses
are conducted to precisely evaluate which are these methods (the same rationale also applies to scenario). Table IV
reports significant differences between methods for each
PI, whereas Figure 8 reports method scores for each of the
three PIs. As apparent from both Figure 8 and Table IV, the
best-rated PoV calculation methods on the basis of both
PI1 and P3 are MSST, MT and WMT, whereas for PI2,
FT, MT and WMT reach higher scores. From the intersection between the aforementioned findings, the methods
perceived as most realistic by couples are MT and WMT.
Figure 3 depicts scenario effects on PI1 and PI3: independently from the method, far-range scenario is perceived as
more realistic than near (p < 0:005) and medium-range
(p < 0:005) scenarios. Regarding the overall usability,
far-range scenario reaches significantly higher scores than
near-range scenario (Figure 9).

4.1. Discussion of Results
The analysis of the results shows the importance of head
tracking for MU immersive stereo VEs. In more detail, the
methods that include in the PoV calculation strategy a sort
of “mean” of the PoVs of the two users maximize the PIs.
However, the introduction of the “threshold” concept, or
in general a switch between the PoVs of the two users,
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worsens both the projection realism (PI1) and the optical
comfort, which causes also a low overall usability. In fact,
considering all three PIs, the best score methods are MT
and WMT. Relevant scores of PI2 are obtained also by the
FT method, which in optical comfort obtains a score comparable with that of MT. This finding confirms that the FT
method, even if introducing perspective distortion, does not
introduce optical discomfort, and then its use in modern 3D
cinemas is safe for the final user.

5. CONCLUSION AND
FUTURE WORKS
The study presented a qualitative analysis of MU perspectives in passive stereographic VEs. A comparison among
six PoV calculation strategy methods is conducted. In particular, the impacts of three PIs (projection realism, optical comfort and overall method usability) are taken into
account to estimate which of the presented methods is more
suitable to be employed in different VEs. Nine couple subjects, for a total of 18 users, performed 18 explorative tasks
(resulting from the combination of the six PoV calculation strategy methods and three “distance” scenarios) in a
passive L-shaped immersive stereo system. We find that
the best score methods according to all the PIs are MT
and WMT.
5.1. Future Works
Regarding future work, we have planned two main research
activities. Firstly, we would like to test the investigated
PoV calculation methods with more than two people at the
same time to allow more realistic VR interaction for groups
of people. Secondly, we intend to carry out an investigation of other feedback modalities with stereo properties, in
particular involving aural stimuli.
In more detail, the latter investigation aims to compensate for the discomfort in the perception in passive MU
stereo applications with the introduction of acoustic cues
in addition to visual stimuli.
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